Language Testing Practice
Level 1

Section 1

This is a test to show how well you understand language skills. Read each question carefully. Darken the circle next to the correct answer.

1. Which punctuation mark should go at the end of this sentence?

   I like to run and play outside __
   O ?
   O .
   O !

2. Which word in this sentence needs a capital letter?

   we can go to the store.
   O store
   O go
   O we

3. Which word is a noun?

   O bird
   O sing
   O easy

4. Which punctuation mark should go at the end of this sentence?

   Is this your red bicycle __
   O ?
   O .
   O !
5. Which word best completes this sentence?
   \[\text{My ______ is very nice.}\]
   O jump
   O teacher
   O see

6. Which word is spelled correctly?
   O lookid
   O many
   O frends

7. Which word in this sentence needs a capital letter?
   \[\text{Can i go to Mandy’s house?}\]
   O house
   O go
   O i

8. Which word is spelled correctly?
   O hurrie
   O purple
   O nead

9. Which word correctly completes this sentence?
   \[\text{Adam _____ to swim in the pool.}\]
   O like
   O likes
   O liking
10. Which word correctly completes this sentence?
    Jill wants to go _____ you.
    O about
    O at
    O with

11. Which of the following is a complete sentence?
    O The little brown bird.
    O I saw a little puppy.
    O Went to see Mike.

12. Which word would come first if the words were in alphabetical order?
    sleep  breakfast  toy
    O breakfast
    O toy
    O sleep

13. Which word correctly completes the sentence?
    Carrie _____ sick at school yesterday.
    O is
    O are
    O was

14. Which word best completes this sentence?
    _____ are you going home?
    O What
    O Why
    O Will
15. Which word in this sentence needs a capital letter?

   I am going to billy’s party.
   O billy’s
   O party
   O going

16. Which word is a noun?
   O take
   O book
   O sad

17. Which word best completes this sentence?

   The ______ has five balloons.
   O clowns
   O clown
   O clowned

18. Which of the following is a complete sentence?
   O Brandon his three birds.
   O Laura likes her new puppy.
   O Kim and Randy twins.

19. Which word best completes this sentence?

   Susie _____ in the first grade.
   O are
   O be
   O is
Section 2

This is a test to show how well you understand language skills. Read each question carefully. Darken the circle next to the correct answer.

1. Which word best completes this sentence?
   
   Did you see the _______ flowers?
   
   O cat
   O went
   O pretty

2. Which word in this sentence needs a capital letter?
   
   the little green truck is mine.
   
   O mine
   O the
   O truck

3. Which punctuation mark should go at the end of this sentence?
   
   Look at that big green snake ___
   
   O ?
   O .
   O !

4. Which word best completes this sentence?
   
   The _____ climbed the tall tree.
   
   O go
   O went
   O cat
5. Which word would come first if the words were in alphabetical order?
   test   pencil   red
   O pencil
   O red
   O test

6. Which of the following is a complete sentence?
   O Can you see the rainbow?
   O Like to draw pictures.
   O Making a good grade.

7. Which word best completes this sentence?
   I like to climb _____ trees.
   O tall
   O street
   O grow

8. Which punctuation mark should go at the end of this sentence?
   Lizzie has a new baby sister __
   O ?
   O .
   O !

9. Which word in this sentence needs a capital letter?
   My birthday party is on december 10th.
   O december
   O birthday
   O party
10. Which word is spelled correctly?
   O took
   O jumpt
   O grean

11. Which word correctly completes the sentence?
   
   Our ____ is broken.
   O dance
   O computer
   O eating

12. Which of the following is a complete sentence?
   O I outside this morning.
   O We saw the snow falling.
   O Timmy his watch.

13. Which word correctly completes the sentence?
   
   Shelby has a _____ balloon.
   O ride
   O kind
   O green

14. Which word is a noun?
   O toothbrush
   O wash
   O yellow
15. Which word in this sentence needs a capital letter?

Mrs. waller wants to take us ice skating.

O us
O waller
O skating

16. Which word best completes this sentence?

Mike _____ a dime on the sidewalk.

O finded
O found
O find

17. Which of the following is a complete sentence?

O I cleaned my room.
O Susie’s furry yellow cat.
O Looking at the picture.

18. Which word best completes this sentence?

Brenda _____ her Aunt Billie at the store.

O see
O saw
O seen

19. Which word is spelled correctly?

O helpid
O toez
O quarter
20. Which word would come first if the words were in alphabetical order?

- elephant
- tiger
- dinosaur

- O tiger
- O dinosaur
- O elephant

21. Which word is spelled correctly?

- babie
- happy
- haer

- O happy

22. Which of these is a complete sentence?

- He sat down.
- Susan and her fat, old cat.
- Running across the park.

- O He sat down.

23. Which punctuation mark should go at the end of this sentence?

Watch out for that snake

- ?
- !
- ,

- O !

24. Which word best completes this sentence?

Kathy rode her bike ___ the store.

- with
- to
- at

- O at
Answers to Language Testing Practice
Level 1

1. .
2. We
3. bird
4. ?
5. teacher
6. many
7. I
8. purple
9. likes
10. with
11. I saw a little puppy.
12. breakfast
13. was
14. Why
15. Billy’s
16. book
17. clown
18. Laura likes her new puppy.
19. is

Level 2

1. pretty
2. The
3. !
4. cat
5. pencil
6. Can you see the rainbow?
7. tall
8. .
9. December
10. took
11. computer
12. We saw the snow falling.
13. green
14. toothbrush
15. Waller
16. found
17. I cleaned my room.
18. saw
19. quarter
20. dinosaur
21. happy
22. He sat down.
23. !
24. to